Josh Bressers: Episode 329 ? Signing (What is it good for)

Josh and Kurt talk about what the actual purpose of signing artifacts is. This is one of those spaces where the chain of custody for signing content is a lot more complicated than it sometimes seems to be. Is delivering software over https just as good as using a detached signature? How did we end up here, what do we think the future looks like? This episode will have something for everyone to complain about!

GNU World Order 466

**kde-dev-scripts**, **kde-dev-utils**, **kde-gtk-config**, **kdebugsettings**, **kdeclarative**, and **kdeconnect**. from Slackware set **kde**.

How to install Microsoft Edge on Pop!_OS 22.04 - Invidious [Ed: Edge is malware and a password stealer; don't even use it]

Most Linux distros at this point use a binary based package management solution but source based solutions still do exist, the question is which is better and why have source based distros all but disappeared.
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